
NEWS

• Thanks to Mark Jensen who does our Voiceovers. www.internetjock.com   he also has a 
great podcast ‘New Media Gear‘ reviewing mics and audio gear.   www.newmediagear.com  
Thanks Mark!

• EPIC lands in the UK - REDUSER.net
Red Europe have received an Epic.  mainly for reducation duties, this is not a machine out for 
delivery to a customer.  

Its now february and noone really has received an Epic M or Epic X.  Somethings up. Red is 
behind being behind being behind.
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NEWS

• RED PRO Mattebox - REDUSER.net      Product  $1200 

Red Pro Matteboxes are now ready for order in the red store.  Carbon fibre & aluminium con-
struction. 2 x non rotating 4 x 5.6 stages.  Clip on with 110, 114 & 142mm adapters.

Rod mounts, rotating stages, 80mm, 95mm adapters & 4 x 4 trays are apparently in the works.
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GEAR

• GoPro LCD BacPac™: Removable LCD Monitor for HD HERO Cameras
GoPro has launched a very neat (and long overdue) accessory. A clip on lcd monitor for the 
GoPro Hero.  has an in built speaker and includes a anew rear door for your existing waterproof 
housings.  Runs off the internal camera battery.   ovbviously the camera itself is tiny so no actual 
specs on the lcd size or resolution, but you wont be really judging focus on it.. since the Gopro 
doesn't HAVE a focus control, merely as an operator guide or to snap it on, set your framing, 
then take it off again and shoot. Either way its dead cheap and way cool
$79!  

• http://www.marshallmonitors.com/products/monitors/V-LCD70XP-HDMIPT/index.html
New Marshall 7” HDMI mon with HDMI Passthrough. Its the same classic LCD70XP model with 
HDMI passthrough.
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GEAR

• Redrock Micro - Really Right Stuff Clamp

• Really Right Stuff -    

http://reallyrightstuff.com/ProductDesc.aspx?code=B5D2-L&type=0&eq=B5D2L-001&de
sc=B5D2-L%3a-L-plate-for-Canon-5D-Mark-II&key=ait
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GEAR

• YouTube - Sky TV Rugby World Cup ad by DDB NZ

• YouTube - Sky 3D - Behind the Scenes
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GEAR

• NEX-5 Directors Viewfinder project...
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RED ROOM

• Lee Peterson  

Welcome To Lee Peterson Photography-Photographic Translations

Lee Peterson Photography Blog   

Photo albums by peterson
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Twitter Shoutout

• John Guleserian (johngules) on Twitter

DP on the DSLR feature ‘Like Crazy‘  & next weeks victim in the  Red Room
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